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Abstract

The economic crisis has impacted French savers, now less inclined to take risks in their financial decisions. What is the explanation behind these changes? According to “standard” theory, savers’ investments rest on three fundamental determinants: present resources; anticipated asset yield and risk, as well as expectations on earned income; and lastly, agent preferences, in particular as regards risk. We use French data from the PAT€R panel, a survey run in 2007 and again in 2009, 2011 and 2014. We show that it is the downward adjustment in anticipated yield from shares and negative impacts on current resources that help explain why the French are investing less and less in risky assets. Preferences with regard to risk, however, have remained stable. In contrast, the resurgence in optimism shown by savers in 2014 did not play out in reality, as the number of shareholders has continued to decrease. Is this a new puzzle waiting to be solved?

Key question

The economic crisis has affected French savers, now less inclined to take risks in their financial decisions. What is the explanation behind this change? According to standard theory, savers’ investments depend on three fundamental determinants: present resources; anticipated yield and risks from assets and earned income; and agent preferences, in particular as regards risk. After the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008 and the sovereign debt crisis in 2011, did the French simply adjust to the new economic environment? Or has the crisis changed their “psyche” as regards risk?

Method

The study used French data from the various waves of the PAT€R survey (Estate and Preferences with regard to Time and Risk). These data, unique in France, offer a unique perspective on savers over time, before and after the 2008 crisis, up to end-2014. The surveys take stock of household assets and provide subjective information with which to measure, using a variety of methods, individual preferences with regard to risk, their expectations about the labour market and the stock market. Changes in preferences are measured using an original scoring method.

Key findings

- The investments of French savers were less and less frequently placed in risky assets during the crisis.
- This results in part from their having adjusted their expectations downward as regards yield from shares and shocks on current resources.
- The preferences of French households with regard to risk remained stable during the crisis.

**Number of shareholders (direct or indirect) in 2007, 2009, 2011 and 2014 and change in CAC 40**
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*Source: PAT€E 2007, 2009, 2011 and 2014 surveys in cross-section (Survey) or Panel*

**Average anticipated yields (over the next 5 years) on the stock market in 2007, 2009, 2011 and 2014**
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*Source: PAT€E 2007, 2009, 2011 and 2014 surveys in cross-section (Survey) or Panel*

**Key conclusions**
Contrary to a widely-held belief and to the conclusions of certain studies, this study reveals savers to be “stoic” in the face of torment, and no more risk-averse than previously. In contrast, it would appear that savers’ regained optimism in 2014 (increase in anticipated risk premium and rise in intentions to invest in shares) did not play out in reality, as the number of shareholders continued to decrease at least up to March 2016.

**Perspectives**

With four waves from 2007 to 2014 and a strong panel-based dimension, the PAT€R data now offer the ability to analyse numerous questions regarding savings, wealth and inequalities, providing a useful supplement to the information from the INSEE’s “Wealth” surveys and on more subjective and qualitative aspects of financial behaviours. Like other sources, the PAT€R data highlight the lesser appetite on the part of the French to take risks in their savings or their portfolio decisions during the crisis. Our article shows that this change in behaviours is not due to a change in the preferences of the savers we followed during the crisis: the said preferences are thought to have remained -- age effect aside -- statistically stable since June 2007. The lesser inclination toward risk-taking is thought to be the result, above all, of increasingly gloomy expectations regarding the (expected) yield from financial assets.

The stability of preferences over time as regards risk, observed based on our scores goes against the conclusions of other empirical studies measuring preferences using other methods (Likert scale, lottery, qualitative factors). By refuting the psychological impact of the current crisis on investor tastes, this result should be ascribed rather to standard saver theory than to behavioural economics, which establishes a parallel between emotions -- sometimes even “fear” -- and preferences. These results, however, call for further conclusions in a variety of directions.

A new wave of the Pater panel would likely round out our study on multiple factors. First of all, it would enable us to determine whether the French are gradually coming back to the stock market (demand for equities decreased at least up to March 2016) as certain indicators appeared to show in 2014, as well as why this delay might occur. It would secondly enable more robust statistical testing, over a less limited sample. As regards preferences, the aim will be to analyse changes in distribution of risk aversion within an ageing population, the new generations of which will be those of the “Great Recession”. Secondly, we cast light upon one last puzzle, as regards demand for equities in individual shareholders: if, in actuality, the French have been deserting the Stock Market since 2008, their investment intention curve on the stock market turned around in 2014. What remains to be
understood then is why households’ financial intentions and behaviours are now diverging and for how long.
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